The longitudinal dynamical susceptibility of the Heisenberg ferromagnet is studied at short wavelengths and low temperatures. It is shown that identical results to order 1/S are obtained using (a) a spin decoupling technique, (b) a diagrammatic method using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, and (c) a diagrammatic method using the Dyson-Maleev transformation. We thus conclude that there are no significant kinematic effects at low temperatures. Using the random-phase approximation, we find that the Dyson-Maleev interactions between magnons are too weak to support the existence of a zero-sound mode. Both these conclusions disagree with the recent results of other authors. 
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where n=Z'g-n-"and n»=[exp(ha) ft is clear that we need to determine G(k, q; (()), which is defined as G(k, q;~) =-N-"'&&8:"-S-"'. "S. ', ) )", where we denote the temporal Fourier transform of the Green's functions by the subscript~. We use the decoupling technique of HN to obtain the followi. ng equation for 6:
for the longitudinal dynamical susceptibility correct to order 1/S.
As HN have done, one can also study the same function in the HP formalism. To avoid confusion we denote Green's function analogous to 6 by If(k, q;~) . Apart from a factor -1/8, our H is identical to G(k, q; ur) "p of RN. Correcting some algebraic errors, we find that their Eq. (20) gives
. (15) In the HP formalism one has
Note that we have not set &Sjs. '- 
in the discontinuity term in Eq. (11). Elsewhere the approximation (8-"S'-") = 2sn"-will suffice. Thus we obtain 
whereas the DM interaction is ' '4 }/DM («/~)(~=e+~f k -~R-~f .I)= l'R. R (»)
- ( (14) and (17) give the same result. We have from Eqs. (14) and (17) n~n"""" n-f 1 P (nf. . ", -ng )nf,~(&of, +~. +, "-&uf, -&op+-, )
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Again, use of the symmetry between k and k' allows us to drop the terms in myna. and ng, ;ng. "q, so that n~nf"" -n""1 P (n""nf. ,~-nP. nf+, ")(&""+ &f, +, " -~f , -&f+-)
We now use the identity Liu' and of Reiter. 7 Our results using the boson formalisms agree (apart from algebraic differences) with those HN found using the HP formalism.
The equivalence between the various formalisms allows us to make some statements concerning the claims of RN to have detected kinematic effects. Dyson. ' He showed rather conclusively that spin waves interact weakly in the long-wavelength limit. Later, Oguchi'P showed that the same result could be obtained using the HP interaction providing the terms were suitably grouped together. The difficulty in the HP formalism is that the bare interaction does not vanish in the longwavelength limit, and therefore the weakness of the interaction is not automatic.
If we solve Eq. (15) by iteration, we obtain a result of the form A, =-K~A; e "'.
(so)
Using this relation to eliminate Ap from Eq. (29b) we obtain A --E (e '. "'-1) " -+ Z A;. ( '"' -e ' ' ) N ". 
For the term HpV, RN find near resonance (&o= &a;)
where the factor n;(&u -&aI,;+ &u"-) ' corresponds to H, in Eq. (25), and V is apparently h~;. Since this potential is the interaction between a short-wavelength (q) magnon and a long-wavelength (k) magnon, we should expect it to vanish in the limit k -0. That it does not is an incorrect result of the formalism used by RN. Parenthetically, one can see that use of a smaller cross section, as is required by our arguments, will make it more difficult to satisfy the condition 1 =HoV, necessary for the existence of a well-defined zero-sound mode.
To take proper account of the weak magnon-magnon interaction we therefore use the DM formalism. Thus, we write the analog of Eq. (15) ') , (26) (29a) where hn. "= n~-ng"and 4Eg -=-5(~-&og"--+ &o-") and the constants Ao and A; are determined by substitution into Eq. (27) . In this way we find that where kp is a thermal momentum of order (&T/gs} "p. M. Wortis, Phys. Rev. 132, 85 (1963) .
